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About This Game

Are you smart enough for Cyadonia?

Hundreds of clever block-sliding puzzles to challenge your mind in this retro-puzzler!
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u2b50u2b50u2b50u2b50u2b50. I just got this game tonight and I think it deserves a review. I was looking for something a bit
different that would pleasantly occupy my mind and Cyadonia just fits the bill. First off the game loads fast and has smooth
transition between windowed and fullscreen. The intro is very clear and well done and there are a lot of puzzles. The puzzles are
bright and fun, quite challenging and diverse and also pretty addictive, things run in a very fluid way. Cyadonia kind of reminds
me of a game I played many years ago on PS1 which was by Net Yaroze called Pushy but saying that this game offers way
more. I like the sounds, they're not annoying like in a lot of games that make me mute them. I'm thinking now should I play this
while the rest of the family are around and have them hijack it off me as I know they will or should I save it for myself?. Either
way I highly recommend this game if you enjoy puzzles.. I just got this game tonight and I think it deserves a review. I was
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looking for something a bit different that would pleasantly occupy my mind and Cyadonia just fits the bill. First off the game
loads fast and has smooth transition between windowed and fullscreen. The intro is very clear and well done and there are a lot
of puzzles. The puzzles are bright and fun, quite challenging and diverse and also pretty addictive, things run in a very fluid way.
Cyadonia kind of reminds me of a game I played many years ago on PS1 which was by Net Yaroze called Pushy but saying that
this game offers way more. I like the sounds, they're not annoying like in a lot of games that make me mute them. I'm thinking
now should I play this while the rest of the family are around and have them hijack it off me as I know they will or should I save
it for myself?. Either way I highly recommend this game if you enjoy puzzles.. u2b50u2b50u2b50u2b50u2b50.
u2b50u2b50u2b50u2b50u2b50. u2b50u2b50u2b50u2b50u2b50. I just got this game tonight and I think it deserves a review. I
was looking for something a bit different that would pleasantly occupy my mind and Cyadonia just fits the bill. First off the
game loads fast and has smooth transition between windowed and fullscreen. The intro is very clear and well done and there are
a lot of puzzles. The puzzles are bright and fun, quite challenging and diverse and also pretty addictive, things run in a very fluid
way. Cyadonia kind of reminds me of a game I played many years ago on PS1 which was by Net Yaroze called Pushy but saying
that this game offers way more. I like the sounds, they're not annoying like in a lot of games that make me mute them. I'm
thinking now should I play this while the rest of the family are around and have them hijack it off me as I know they will or
should I save it for myself?. Either way I highly recommend this game if you enjoy puzzles.. I just got this game tonight and I
think it deserves a review. I was looking for something a bit different that would pleasantly occupy my mind and Cyadonia just
fits the bill. First off the game loads fast and has smooth transition between windowed and fullscreen. The intro is very clear and
well done and there are a lot of puzzles. The puzzles are bright and fun, quite challenging and diverse and also pretty addictive,
things run in a very fluid way. Cyadonia kind of reminds me of a game I played many years ago on PS1 which was by Net
Yaroze called Pushy but saying that this game offers way more. I like the sounds, they're not annoying like in a lot of games that
make me mute them. I'm thinking now should I play this while the rest of the family are around and have them hijack it off me
as I know they will or should I save it for myself?. Either way I highly recommend this game if you enjoy puzzles.
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